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Game Overview:   

Survival Horror with a dash of Adventure… 

 

Genre: Survival Hack-N-Slash Horror with Western RPG elements under the hood. 

 

Premise: A lowly squire returning from war shipwrecks on an island only to discover he must 

summon the courage of a knight to overcome the dead who have returned to life. 

 

 

 

Features: 

 Traverse the haunting corridors and in-closed villages of Castle Sanctum. 

 Take charge of your survival by fortifying your own safe houses throughout the Castle 

and Island. 

 Face your fears and fight off the living dead with the both frantic and frenetic combat 

of Black Death and don’t forget to the ‘double tap’. 

 Immersive yourself in the world of the 14th century flipped on its head with a HUD-less 

interface and in game journal menu system. 

 Embark on an adventure of horror and mystery as you meet survivors and enlist them 

to help seek out a way off the remote island of GreyHelm. 

 

Gameplay: Play as Vincent McGawain as you explore the Castle, fight of undead and unravel 

the gruesome events that led up to your arrival. Bear in mind, a good survivalist must always be 

prepared, so gear up and keep your weapons working at top efficiency, for untold terrors await 

around every corner. 
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I. Game Play Mechanics:  

The game is very much in the same vein as your classic Survival Horror. However, we 

aim to blend this style with RPG elements under the hood for a deeper feel to the 

gameplay. Inheriting classic RPG principals, Character progression is a key tenet of the 

game. However, you do not gain levels or experience. All is dependent upon your skill as 

a player and what items you acquire through your journey.  

 

The game will be intended for use on the PC with both Keyboard and Gamepad (XBOX) 

implementations. 

 

We hope to port to either the Xbox 360 and PS3 easily by keeping in mind Gamepad 

implementation. 

COMBAT 

The Combat of Black Death is intended to illicit both a frantic and frenetic feel to each 
encounter with the living and dead a like. 

 
Your foremost foes on the island of Greyhelm will be the walking plague. Ravenous  
creatures spawned from the mutated plague that has now transformed them into foul 

Ghouls who lurk in the shadows. As slow and clumsy as they may seem, they always 
manage to get the jump on you; stumbling out of locked store rooms, rising out from 
the shadows, or waking as you pass a seemingly lifeless body. 
 
Encounters will be range from pre-scripted events such as mini Bosses to more systemic 
spawns that will force the player’s progression throughout the level, as well as offer 
dynamic challenges as you accomplish objectives in the game. 
In a given encounter with the Undead, the player’s first course of action comes down to 
two decisions: Fight or Flight. These are often weighted by the urgency of an objective, 
the hesitation to degrade weapons or death. On the flip side, it can be beneficial to 

defeat these creatures in order to garner enough time to create a safe room or make an 
escape. Also many of the Undead lumber around with various flimsy pieces of armor, 

weapons and other nick-knacks that can become essential in up-keeping your own gear 
or creating new ones.  

In this state our context sensitive controls scheme with the light/heavy attacks will be 
converted into more defense oriented maneuvers such as a shove or quick dodge.  

The player can also choose to sprint for a rapid escape but only for short bursts at a 
time; this coupled with the shove mechanic will results shouldering enemies out of the 
way. 

The player, however, can quickly transition into a fighting mode by unsheathing a 
weapon via the Weapon Slot menu when they hold down the unsheathe button, or 

simply quick-pressing it to take out their last used weapon.  
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By making unsheathing an active ability rather than a passive one we can distinguish 

between these fight/flight situations more clearly and it also breeds a certain amount of 
preparation into the player. Venturing around a corner where they heard the dragging 

footsteps would probably be the best time to take out your weapon of choice. It can 
also create situations of terror when you’re ambushed and must take the time to take 

out a weapon before the zombie lunges for your throat. However, with a well-timed 
shove you can counter an ambush, so there’s always a flip side to these encounters.  

 
You have two types of strikes with three variations with in them that can be mismatched 
and combined for staggering results. You have a light attack and a heavy attack type. 
The light attacks are a wide horizontal swing used for hitting multiple foes, while the 
heavy attacks are more focused vertical attacks. The first two variations of the attack 
reverse in direction and third variation extends the overall reach of the attack.  
Vincent also plants his feet firmly for more effective strikes only taking a step forward 
when he continually attacks. This makes for more stationary combat but with some 

limited movement. Each attack also drives Vincent forward in the direction the attack 

began. This in effect can drive enemies further and further backward and possibly inch 
the player closer to an exit at the same time. 
All of these attacks are augmented by the choice of weapon load-out you choose in 
either your safe room, or swap with weapons you find in the world. By the same coin, 
you are limited to your combinations by the weapon slots available to you. These slots  
are unlocked as you find various items. 
As you can see the Undead in this game are not simply there to be killed, on the 
contrary, they are adversaries not to be treated lightly about. The player must 
constantly be making tactical and survival oriented decisions on whether to engage in 
each encounter.  
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This flowchart illustrates the various encounters with the undead. 

 

 

 

 

 

CREATE YOUR SAFTY 

Creating your own safe heaven is another key feature. Certain rooms can be barricaded 

and fortified safe rooms. These tend to be places in the environment best suited for 

holding up in, store rooms, basements, or cells, even hidden passages. These are few 

and far between so keep on the lookout for rooms, with few exits, and doors that have 

latches or chains. A safety stash is the best indicator of this type of location. Once you 

have reached a level safety with in a room you will be prompted with a mini-cut-scene 

that will illuminate the room with candle light, here you can rest and save your progress. 
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HEALTH STATES: 

The health system is state based. There are three states: 

 Good Health 

 Cautious Health 

 Dangerous Health 

Each of these states has a threshold that is capable of regenerating, but once that 

threshold is breached you remain in the lower state. 

 Ex: When at full health a few scrapes and bruises will regenerate after a little 

time to full HP, however a few good hits could drop you into cautious state and you 

cannot regain health back to the great state without an item or safe house to aid you. 

 These states will be indicated by your characters posture and subtle screen 

altercations as well as a pumping heart beat that grows more intense at lower health. 

Each Threshold holds 1/3rd of 100HP, this is never changed or upgraded, the only off set 

is the armor and the damage it reduces. HP only recovers when Idle, idle triggers after 3 

seconds of idle animation. You can only regain a threshold when you save in a safe 

house, or find bandages which take 6 seconds to recover.  Each Health Threshold or 

"Pain Threshold" Will also affect your attacks. Damage will remain the same but the 

amount of fatigue that is taken up through attacks is multiplied by the lower the 

threshold, 1x = Great, 2x = Cautious, 3x = Dangerous. This will also compound on your 

run/walk speeds, however once you drop to 1/2 of your last threshold you gain a 

"Bloodied" boost which results in an adrenaline rush where fatigue does not diminish, 

you can attack as much as you can, but you are mere swipes away from death. This is 

your last stand. 

Good Health – Vincent is spry and capable of long dashes, his idle animation is upright 

and you feel no pulse on the controller. 

Cautious Health – Vincent holds his side breathing heavier and can only dash half as far. 

He is slightly hunched and his attacks are more half-hazard.  

Dangerous Health – Vincent his hunched over like an old man, he has a limp and when 

you approach a wall he rests his shoulder on it, as well as a vignette on the screen that 

fades in and out. 

Dangerously Bloodied Health – Vincent is upright again breathing heavily. The vignette 

is constant with a slight red hue to the edges of the screen. You can run and dodge as 

much as you can but any kind of damage will surely kill you. 
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GAMPEPLAY FLOWCHART:  
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II. Camera:   

Keeping in mind the cinematic approach to the game, we will be implementing a 3rd Person 

dynamic camera director. 

Much like that of your classic horror film, shot choice and composition are essential in 

establishing a mood and feel of suspense for a scene. 

A Dutch angle adds a sense of unbalance and uneasiness. 

A vertigo shot will draw you in adding tension and a mild sense of imbalance. 

Or a more voyeuristic point of view will add paranoia, your being watched! 

As a game we aim to draw on these visual lessons in a unique approach to the in game 

camera.  By using a dynamically controller camera that not only aims to create powerful 

visuals but strive to no limit to the player’s vision leading to confusion and often demise, 

otherwise known as “Death by Camera Angle.” 

 With the in game director, the game will choose which angle best suits the situation. The 

Camera as a base will be free-form capable to moving around the character independent of 

where he is pointing. However during key set pieces, the Camera will take more cinematic 

angles blending seamlessly into these situations, or abrupt cut-to’s for dramatic effect. The 

shot of choice will also be determined by your health states as well. More Dutch and 

unbalancing angles will be used for low health situations, or a hand-held frantic feeling 

when sprinting. 
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III. Controls 
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IV. Saving and Loading:  

Saving is handled with each journal entry you make. You can make these entries upon 

resting in a safe room. However, your game is automatically saved regardless when a 

milestone is met. These are usually Act breaks or a major objective completion. 

V. Interface:       

Streamline Minimalistic UI: 

Visceral Visceral Visceral! 

 

We aim to keep much of the interfaces and menus of the game as part if the world of 

the game as much as possible. 

 

The game aims for very cinematic style so the interface is very minimalistic leading to a 

more visceral feel to the game. Down to the in game menus being a journal Vincent is 

flipping through. 

 

With this in mind, the HUD will remain invisible unless you toggle your compass or 

reserves, aka ammo and other key item quantities. Otherwise a screen shot taken at any 

time during this game should look like a cut-scene. 

Indication of health status will be more visceral: The posture of your character in 

animation, the throbbing of the heart beat indicated by the vibration in your gamepad 

will let you know your fatigue levels. 

 

VI. Menu Screen Descriptions: 

 

Starting the game will bring you to the opening Menu Screen.  

 

Start Menu Description: The start menu is a real-time of a safe room in the game with a 

simple start, option and exit button. 

 

 

VII. Game World:  
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The world is a product of Historical fiction of the Era of the Bubonic plague, roughly 1348, one 

of the darkest periods in human history. Drawing on the climate of this time period we have 

created an Island that sits in the brink of it. It was an apocalyptic time, perfect for a genre so 

centered on apocalyptic themes.  

In an age of Social Elitism, when civilization begins to crumble a peasant can become King. 

Vincent must take command of the remaining survivors of this Island and maintain order to 

survive while maintaining command of his own personal struggles. 

The world of Black Death aims to echo the history of the time, from fanatical blindness, to 

political and ideological corruption.  

VIII. Levels 
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Level Area Breakdown 

 

Servant Living Quarters 

History: This was the place many of the servants of the Castle called home that weren’t personal 

serfs and were lucky enough to sleep in the Castle proper. A small kitchen, a fire place and a dining 

table and stairs leading to their meager sleeping accommodations made up the house hold. 

However, during the infestation and rampant chaos this became the last hold out for servants and 

guards who happen to be on patrol that day. Closed off and barred from the outside situation they 

attempted to hold their own, but began to fall apart from sheer dread and depression. The undead 

finally broke in from upstairs and few made it to the cellar. The ones that remained behind tried to 

buy time while others buckled with fear. They now lay about as half eaten effigies of their former 

selves. As a center piece to this massacre a hand maid is hunched over the dining room table with 

her wrist spread across the table gaping open, with a note simply reading, “I’d prefer the Hellfire.”  

Tone: The scene of this massacre is the polar opposite of the cellar down below, this is your 

introduction to the nightmare. Moonlight filters through boarded windows that have failed to keep 

the infected out. The air is still and thick with a musty atmosphere .The moonlight washes a cold 

tone over the entire scene. Deep blues and shadows creep up the walls only illuminating fragments 

of the bloody mess. This room should set the stage for the uneasiness that will be prevalent for 

every moment of build up before encountering Undead. 

Purpose: This is your introduction to the atmosphere or at the very least one extent of it in the 

demo. You will also encounter undead in the living quarters and will serve as your first encounter 

since the opening of the demo. It will also introduce the dynamic of exploration and salvaging with 

uneasiness of fear looming as you do so. 

Assets: 

 Kitchen Table – A long table suitable for seating six or more. Torn and blood stained it 

remains firmly where it was originally put in the center of the room. 

 Kitchen Chairs – chairs are strewn about, some have been stripped of their wood for 

barricades, some might have been used as last ditch weaponry, and none are suitable for 

sitting beside the one the maid is sitting on. 

 Cutlery – Used primarily for chopping garden veggies or slicing through cloth or linen. These 

are strewed about, one lies beside the woman. 

 Bowls – Bowls of rotted food lye on various surfaces, they must have begun starving 

because the food is weeks old. 

 Goblets – Drinking cups that strewed about as well. 

 Shelves and Cupboards – Shelves have been stripped of their boards, and cupboard doors 

have been removed. 
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 Wooden Stairs leading to sleeping quarters – Rickety stairs that creak with every step lead 

up to the dark cobwebbed second floor. 

 More Servant Beds – Various servant beds and bunk beds that have been over turned, 

stripped or blood-soaked. 

 Windows and Boarded Windows – Windows that have been broken by Undead claws, some 

have managed to be boarded up, but long since been splintered by continual beating.  

 Fireplace – A half burnt body lies in the fire place in the corner of the household. The fire 

inside must have gotten out of hand by the singed floorboards and charred rock around the 

mouth. 

 Various Gore – Various bones and half eaten appendages. 

 Note – A scribbled not that fills the parchment page, she meant to make a statement.  

 Dead Maid – She is wearing a long blue and white linen dress that has now been partially 

soaked by her own blood. Strangely enough she doesn’t seem to have been attacked by the 

Undead. 

 Dead Guard – Half eaten guard with broken broadsword clenched to his remaining arm, he 

must have fought till his sword gave out. 

 Dead Servant – Half burnt serf in the fire place. 

 Undead Serf –  Undead serf looming in the upstairs bedroom. 

 Drapery –  Billowing drapery still attached to the edges of the window seals. 

 Blood Decals – Various blood splatters that can be thrown onto the walls and floors 

(ceilings?) 

 Broken Door – The futile attempts to board this door failed when door frame itself caved 

through. 

 Wooden Porch – Small wooden porch directly outside the door you step down from. 

 Floorboards – Scuffed floorboards littered with debris and scratch marks the lead towards 

each body. 

 Exterior of Household –  Will need extensive reference, this will be the outside decorum of 

the household. It rests firmly against the inner sanctum wall and near to an entrance to the 

keep. Chipped support beams and cracking foundation make this place look as if it were to 

collapse any second. 

o Broken Thatched Roof – The Undead managed to claw their way through the week 

thatched roof and chunks of the roof have caved in. 

o Support beams – Beams both interior and exterior that hold up the host, some of 

them are cracked. 

o Window seals – Small wooden window seals where the window sits in. 
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Inner Sanctum Grounds 

History: The Inner Sanctum grounds were one of the last hold outs when this new kind of plague 

struck. Using the North Gatehouse as a rally point the Tower guard tried to fend off the relentless 

undead that came pouring from the Outer Sanctum and from the Courtyard Gates. Cut off from 

their military barracks on the far side of the wall the guard quickly began running out of provisions 

and they were forced to raid the Black Smith store houses for iron they could basically beat the 

Undead down with when their weapons began dull leaving shattered metal scattered about. They 

tried setting up barricades and using the towers siege defenses against them until the gate lift 

began malfunctioning after being dropped without much ease on a swarm of Undead breaching the 

Gate. Soon when they began turning the tide against the Undead, the infection struck from within 

and with a gate lift that wouldn’t lift they found themselves locked in with the enemy. Slowly the 

Undead would devour all those trapped from within, and the nobles had long since locked 

themselves in their high towers offering no aid. 

Tone: This place is a war zone. A light fog hangs in the night, as small plumes of smoke settle in the 

air from the embers of surrounding buildings.  Echoes and moans ring out from a far and 

silhouettes of the Undead lurk ahead. Much of the area has disheveled feel to it, various scarps of 

clothing, armor, limbs and debris are strewed about and act as a way of telling a story to each of 

the Six Quarters of the Environment as everyone ran for their own safety when the infection arouse 

from within the walls. 

Purpose: A part from the Safe Room, this is your hub area that leads to all the various rooms you 

back track to as you are solving the North Gate Puzzle. It must be interesting enough to not be an 

eye sore, but familiar enough that when something changes you can be thrown off. Also the 

scattered shards and sparse weaponry will introduce the player to who the forge can be used to 

create and mend the broken weaponry. 

Assets: (Note: Much of this list will also encompass the overall castle assets as I am simply listing 

off what is visible in this level.) 

 Castle Walls – Massive Castle wall seemingly untouched by the scourge of the Undead.  

 Castle Turrets – Massive Turrets that overlook the chaos, reachable only by the Castle Walls 

typically used as Guard posts. 

o Turrets with spiral stairs –  The tight claustrophobic stair wells made of stone lead to 

the Upper Courtyard. 

 Turned over Carts- in the Chaos serfs loaded up rickety wooden carts in an attempt to flee 

the Castle from the Main gate, many did not make it leaving the toppled carts behind. 

o Various personal affects in carts – Bed Linens, sacks of food, children’s dolls, 

barrels and crates. 

 Small Siege barricades that can be lit on fire –Small sharp wooden fences propped up by 

metal spikes that plant them firmly in the ground, optimal for getting enough distance to 

plant a well-placed arrow in an Undead skull. 
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 Tapestries – Torn Tapestries once elegant symbols of Grey Helm’s pride, billow slowly as 

they hang from the great North gate, and Main entrance of the Keep 

 Crest of GreyHelm –  Metal crests hanging above important doorways that symbolize the 

nation’s once great power. 

 Debris –  Self-explanatory heaps that can be peppered about the ground. 

o Scraps of clothing -  

o Splintered wood - 

o Chunks of rock – 

o Shards of metal - 

 Grassy Terrain – Dingy grass textures that can be painted on the floors 

 Dirt Path Terrain – Dirt paths lead to various entrances, many items litter the paths. This is 

another texture. 

 North Gate Exterior – The massive Gatehouse barring the path to the Outer Sanctum. One 

of its massive towers still has access to the interior of the gatehouse, housing the gate lift 

and siege cauldron. 

 Keep and Keep Turrets –  The enormous Keep sits above all else, every now and then you 

may see a flicker of light from the windows above. Could there be survivors still in the 

tallest tower? 

 Keep Barricaded Doors – Doors to nowhere, door meshes that sit in front of doors that have 

been barred from the inside. Approaching these and hitting use would play door rapping 

sound. 

 Iron Gate for North Gate – The solid steel gate underneath the gatehouse. This is a solid 

door with no bars; you can only hear the moans from the other side.  

 Torch Stands – Small torch stands they would have used to illuminate the paths late at 

night from quarter to quarter, you may be able to salvage one of these to improve your 

torch. 

 Vegetation – Overgrown grass and weeds. Décor layer of terrain. 

 Arrows –  Misfired arrows the lay around impaling various objects. Most likely fired from 

atop the cast walls. Some of these can be salved and used as ammo when a bow is 

acquired.  

 Corpses – Yep, that guy didn’t make it. 

 Various Undead – The various undead guards, serfs and nobles that wander the Castle 

grounds. 
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Black Smith Quarter 

History: During the uprising in the Outer Sanctum, many Guards came through the Black Smith 

Quarter ransacking the steal for barricades and available weapons to fend off the presentence of 

Undead. Even those who eventually barred themselves in the keep took what they could from the 

poor Black Smith. The lone black smith fended off his precious Smithy refusing to let the Undead 

over take forge. He would fend off the infected for days with nothing more than his Black Smith 

Hammer and the occasional superheated steel rod. Eventually he was cornered and overwhelmed 

in his supply shack trying to fend off his tools from pesky ghouls.  

Tone: There is an uneasy eeriness to this location. The sound of tools swaying in the supply shed 

are all that resound in the deafening quite. Surrounded by fortified walls on either side, the 

slightest movement reverberates and echo all around amplifying sounds across the Keep. This 

should serve as the tense build up until your encounter with the Undead Black Smith still clenching 

his bloody hammer. 

Purpose: This area houses the forge that the player uses to craft various forge-worthy items. 

Repairing weapons and experimentation the player will return to this point throughout the demo as 

they progress. 

Assets: 

 Forge Hut – The overhang that houses the oven, anvil and workstation. 

 Forge Anvil – A worn sturdy anvil that has survived years of being battered. 

 Forge Oven – A functioning forge oven with  

 Cooling bucket –  A dingy bucket beside the Anvil for cooling a red hot blade. 

 Stone Table Smithy workstation – A Stone slab that sits beside the forge oven. It seems in 

one of the Black Smith’s efforts to fight off the undead he nailed a zombies head to the 

slab. 

o Tongs  

o Gloves, 

o Stone table 

 Supply Shack – Rickety shoddy looking supply shack. Its half hazard design lends light to 

piece through holes in the wood paneling. Various length tongs, steel rods, straps and metal 

traps hang from the ceiling for optimal space. Light barely makes it into the shack so when 

the Black Smith emerges you should hear him before you see him. 

o Hanging tools 

o Undead Smithy – A husky giant of a man. He lumbers around like an ogre still 

clenching his trusty hammer occasionally swinging it in a fit of rage as he lunges for 

a bite. 

o Black Smith Hammer –  Bloodstained from Undead reckoning and possibley human 

reckoning once the Black Smith turned. 

 Iron Storehouse – A store house connected to the Forge hut where various weapons, 

supplies and armor were stored before the castle guard raided it.  
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o Storage Barrels –  Various bits of steel stick out of them. 

o Crates – Heaps of leather were stored in these. 

o Armor mannequins –  Torsos that were used to rest armor, of fit them to a general 

size. These are great devices to create silhouettes that could be mistaken for 

undead. 

o Weapon racks – Empty weapon racks, sorry buddy, no dice. 

o Armored Undead – Some men loaded too much armor onto their bodies trying to go 

for the most protection possible but by doing so rendered them too slow to make i t 

out alive, they now lumber around the store room.  These types move slower but 

more persistently as they are tough to kill as they died in heavy sets of armor.  

 
North Gatehouse 

History: The North gate house was once the great main gate of Grey Helm guarding the original Castle 

walls. Since then the Castle has expanded into the Outer Sanctum and the once grand main gate stands 

as the last defense into the Keep. This stalwart structure served as a rally point before the final breach 

of the Undead during the chaos of the plague. Many soldiers attempted to hold out in the high tower, 

dropping Hot Tar upon the Undead pounding against the gates, but infection would soon spread within 

the walls and the Inner Sanctum would tear itself apart from within. In a last ditch effort one of the 

tower bowman attempted to destroy the gate lift preventing the infection from escaping the Castle 

Walls, but only managed to damage the chain coils before the Undead overwhelmed him leaving 

Vincent now locked in with the rest of the swarm. This was a hold out for many guard, this was there 

battle of Thermopylae. Wave after wave of Undead gathered in the Turrets of the tower, funneling them 

for a while. But soon food would give out, and fatigue set in and they accepted their fate. 

Tone: This was a hold out for some time, it has some of the same sensibilities of safety as the safe 

room, but gone awry. This was a failed attempt. Just as the Inner Sanctum it has a similar war torn feel 

to it. 

Purpose: This is where the ultimate goal of this section rests. You must raise the gate to begin your 

search for your lost party, and inevitable escape from Castle Sanctum. 

 

Asset List: 

 Iron gate – A solid iron gate, ornate but tarnished by the relentless beating of Undead 

flesh against the solid metal. 

 Gate Lift Wendell – A great Wendell with various pulleys and chains that distributes the 

weight enough that one man could perceivable raise the gate. 

o Gate Lift Chains – However, such a complex contraption relies on many chains 

and one such the snap when Vincent attempts to raise the Gate for the first 

time. 
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 Weapon Rack – A bettered wooden rack used as barricades, possible rusty or worn 

weapons could be found on these, but most long been looted by remaining survivors. 

 Crates – Storage barrels for pitch that would be used for the siege cauldron that have all 

but been drained. 

 Siege Cauldron – A Large pot on a pivot that can tip it over the ledge of the murderhole 

to spill hot pitch onto their foes below. It still very much functional but lacks the pitch 

necessary to use it properly. 

 North Gate Building – The great north gate stands almost as tall as the keep with three 

great towers that house the gate with a connected interior.  

o Interior 

 Hot Tar – A thick dark fluid that fills the cauldron when the Vincent possesses the 

distilled pitch. This then activates the Cauldron to drop the burning pitch, once Vincent 

equips his torch. 

 Gatehouse Doors – Busted and barricaded doors leading into the turrets of the 

Gatehouse. 

 

 

 

 

 

IX. Game Progression:  

 

Game Progression is handled through a series of Chapters each that lead you to certain 

“Safe Zones”, where you can rest and re-equip for the next chapter and unlock certain 

areas on the map as well as items. These are “Key” Safe Zones; however you are still 

capable of creating your own throughout. 

 

Your character will transform not just in appearance but personality by revelation of his 

character. You find weapons and armor to add to your arsenal changing your 

shipwrecked clothes to fine leather, or iron-clad armor. But also though your 

interactions with other survivors and the journal entries you make, we begin to divulge 

Vincent’s circumstances that led him here as well his past. 
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X. PLAYABLE CHARACTERS 

Vincent McGowain: 
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XI. Non-player Characters:  

 

Father Carl Von Bergman: You first meet this wise old man in written form. His words act as 

your guide when first met with the challenges of island as you use his Survival Guide as 

reference for well, survival. He was once an Inquisitor sent to this island to dispute a miracle of 

sorts. The dead have return to life. 

Upon reaching the island he soon discovered this miracle was a curse, that in fact when the 

dead rise again, they have great hunger for the living soul. 

Once a warrior of the crown, he was trained in combat, but turned to Science and as a scientist 

of sorts, was able to figure out the mechanics of the undead, and how to dispatch them 

effectively. However, he cannot determine its origin, nor the ghoul’s motivation to feast upon 

the living. 

 

 

XII. Enemies 

 

The enemies of this game will range from the living dead, to the fanatical crazies that a 

trying to take the rest of the world down with them, preparing for what they believe is 

God’s final judgment. 

 

The bosses of the game will range from particularly hard zombified ghouls, as well as 

people who have gone mad, even fellow survivors. 

The people who have gone mad or are your biggest threat. 

 

Zombie Infection and Reanimation Process: 

 

The virus ingested by flees carried on plagued rats caused an outbreak of a deathly 

plague. However during this process the plague mutated due to a foreign germination, 

into a virus that would cause the reanimation of the dead individual. 

 

Initial victims of the outbreak remained dead. However, after the mutation, new victims 

would go into comatose states that appeared dead to the science of the time. They 

would then reanimate after a short period of time.  

 

This process inflicted millions of initial casualties then a sudden upheaval of the undead 

when the plague mutated. 
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People accustomed to mass graves soon discovered the great mounds fissuring open 

the newly infected victims. However, those who burned the corpses in Bone Fires 

remained safe from the infection as fire seemed to be the method of sterilization. 

 

Initial Infection can occur multiple ways. 

 

A. One has been stricken with the plague and dies from the symptoms. Then the body 

begins the reanimation process.  

B. A living individual is bitten in which case they almost immediately begin the 

degeneration and eventual reanimation. 

 

DEGENERAION PROCESS 

 

24 Hour Process for bitten Victim 

 

2-7 Days process for Plagued Victim 
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Enemies will have variations of detection and threat. 
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Enemy Encounter Breakdown 
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XIII. Weapons 

There will be four classes of weaponry in the game: 

Light more agile Weapons 

Medium balanced Weapons 

Heavy reckoning Weapons 

Ranged Support Weapons 

Light: Dagger, short sword, knives, stakes, clubs, hatchets and torches. 

 Lighter weapons take less fatigue to wield and aid a more agile type of gameplay. They deal 

less damage but you might be able to get in a few good swings to disorient the ghoul just in 

time to get out of a situation. 

 

Medium: Heavy Short Sword, Broad sword, long sword, Axe, flail, morning star. 

Mediums weapons are your middle ground player, someone who enjoys dabbling in different 

types of play styles, and likes to keep his options open. However he is a master of nothing, 

these weapons hit harder but are not as hard as their heavier cousins. 
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Heavy: Great Sword, Scythe, Pole-arm, Heavy Forge-Worthy Weaponry,  

Heavy weapons can most likely take down a zombie in one to two hits, but must be used 

sparingly; they will drain you in a matter of swings. Good for crowd sweeping and pushing 

through enemies. 

Ranged: Short Bow, Throwing Knife, Cross-Bows, Throwing Torches.  

A well-aimed arrow can make all the difference in tense moments, but getting caught grabbing 

an arrow from your quiver could be the death of you. 

Pulling and stringing these guys is not easy process so they require a great deal of ski ll and can 

quickly become useless in close quarters especially if you’re a lousy shot.  

Pulling and sustaining a bow will slowly drain stamina eventually resulting and you snapping the 

bow in your face and being too drained for a better shot. 
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XIV. Items 

 

The items you gather will range from almost useless knick knacks and various key items that 

help you progress further into to the levels. Keep in mind, many items can be combined, so 

sometimes those little knick knacks could be just what get you out of a pinch. 

Other items can be used to strengthen existing equitable items. Be it a throwing knife 

bandolier, or a sharpening stone. 
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XV. Abilities 

XVI. Puzzles/Mini-games 

 

This is a cryptic old castle and island for that matter, full with trap doors and hidden 

passages. It is your duty as a survivor to figure out how to gain access to these routes to 

insure safe passage to key parts of the island. 

 

Forging: Using the anvil and hammer will result in a small mini-game pinning quality against 

danger. Each blow of your smelting hammer draws Undead to your location. However, with 

skill you can quickly smelt an item reducing your chances of being swarmed. But with speed 

you have a greater chance of batching the entire synthesis. 

 

XVII. Sound Bible 

There is a kind of dream like somber to this game. It has a dreamy yet eerie feeling to 

the score that drenches the world with a foreboding yet mysterious mood to it all. 

It should urge you to explore, but at your own risk… 

 

Sound effects dip in and out of the real and surreal realm. 

They will consistently have a real world quality to them, but are often not motivated, 

you mind plays tricks on you, trust your instinct. 

 

XVIII. Art Bible: 

a. The Look: 

We will be taking a stylized approach to character design. We start with the familiar and 

exemplify the unique aspects of his nightmare in design. 

 

We will weigh heavily on the realistic period décor and architecture; there is nothing 

fantastical about this world despite the ravenous undead. The 14th century was dirty 

dingy era. By emphasizing the realism of the game, the aspects of horror will stand out 

more, creating an affective punch to when you encounter these horrific situations. 

However, there is a sense of supernatural qualities to it; could it all be in your head? Or 

are you going mad yourself? The art should beckon these questions when you enter 

environments that play with the balance between real and surreal. 
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WATERWAY COLOR SCHEME AND LIGHTING STUDY 
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CATACOMB LIGHTING AND FILM GRAIN STUDY 

 
HUMAN PROPORTIONS 
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EXTERIOR MOOD 

 

XIX. Design Notes: 

a. Cinematic Style: Keep in mind this should feel like you’ve gotten tossed into a 

horror film, it is aware of its genre and tropes and plays to its strengths and 

gameplay implementation as well as conveying story through gameplay as much as 

possible. 

 

b. 70’s Film Style: Much of our Tone and cinematic style choices are derived from 

much of the Occult and Slasher Films from this era. From Shot choices for Cut-

Scenes, down to the choice of score and sound effects. 

This game will reek of style much like how Red Dead Redemption created a western 

Atmosphere derived from our perspective of the West via Spaghetti Westerns. Black Death 

aims to take a the same feel for Zombie Survival from the Horror films of the 70’s and Early 

80’s and juxtapose it against the time period of 14th Century for a truly unique experience. 
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Notable Films of reference:  

i. Night of the Living Dead 

1. Zombie lore and mechanics of enemies. 

ii. Dawn of the Dead(1978) 

1. Free roam qualities, this island is one giant mall of medieval 

culture turned on its side. 

iii. Evil Dead II 

1. Ingenuity and handyman aspect of Vincent, and sick sense of 

humor. 

iv. The Exorcist 

1. Religious implications of the dead and cinematic style. 

v. The Thing 

1. The effect fear and panic has on a group of survivors that loyalties 

begin to decay and madness sets in. 

vi. Texas Chainsaw Massacre 

1. Psychological nature of the horror as well as a something to draw 

on for methods of insanity. 

vii. Alien 

1. Suspense and Tension and fear of the unknown utilized in this 

film. 

viii. Zombie 

1. Use of punctuated gore, and look of the zombies. 

 

ix. Jacob’s Ladder 

1. Use of psychological horror and the uncanny valley effect, as well 

purgatory aspect of the film’s story. 

 

Notable Games of reference: 

 Silent Hill 

  Use of cinematic cameras, and atmosphere. 

 Resident Evil 1 & 2 

  Approach to zombie difficulty and survival mechanics. 

 Resident Evil (Gamecube Remake) 

  Use of atmosphere 

Uncharted 2: Among Thieves (Its approach to cinematic incorporations of 

gameplay) 
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XX. Future Features: 

 

A fully realized campaign spanning the whole Island, Involving Six other survivors that 

Vincent will encounter culminating in a gripping ending that will have you rethinking just 

about everything you’ve just witnessed. Adding instant replay-ability, we aim to have a 

great second play through with the elements of the ending in mind. 

 

Crafting: Crafting is an essential part of survival and will add a unique touch of authorship 

and depth to your gameplay experiences. 

There are two tiers of Crafting, Make-Shift and Forge-Worthy. 

Make-Shift: Just as the title implies they are half hazard improvisations , finding a plank 

and stabbing stakes into it creates a spiked club, taking a torch to an oil -dipped arrow head 

creates a fire arrow. 

Forge-Worthy: These are your special items that require you to put the hammer to 

steel. There are forges scattered amongst the island, however, smith at your own risk. The 

clang of metal and hiss of the cooling bucket aren’t very subtle actions and can often arouse 

unwanted attention. 

Examples of Forge weapons would be a simple concoctions such as mending a broken 

sword, repairing a broken chain to a gate lift or the more creative choices such as: a flail-

crossbow, or a dual-bladed sword, or repeating cross-bow arm strap, Groovy. 

Forging: Using the anvil and hammer will result in a small mini-game pinning quality against 

danger. Each blow of your smelting hammer draws Undead to your location. However, with 

skill you can quickly smelt an item reducing your chances of being swarmed. But with speed 

you have a greater chance of batching the entire synthesis. 
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FORGE FLOWCHART 
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